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Chapter 1 : Topic a essay examples with bibliography
Automatic works cited and bibliography formatting for MLA, APA and Chicago/Turabian citation styles. Now supports 7th
edition of MLA.

When printing this page, you must include the entire legal notice. This material may not be published,
reproduced, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed without permission. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of
our terms and conditions of fair use. Overview Below you will find sample annotations from annotated
bibliographies, each with a different research project. Some annotations may address all three of these steps.
Some Instructions on Writing and Life. In the process, Lamott includes writing exercises designed to be both
productive and fun. Chapters in this text could easily be included in the curriculum for a writing class. Some
of the writing exercises would also be appropriate for generating classroom writing exercises. In the sample
annotation above, the writer includes three paragraphs: On not getting by in America. Henry Holt and
Company. Taking jobs as a waitress, a maid in a cleaning service, and a Walmart sales employee, the author
summarizes and reflects on her work, her relationships with fellow workers, and her financial struggles in each
situation. An experienced journalist, Ehrenreich is aware of the limitations of her experiment and the ethical
implications of her experiential research tactics and reflects on these issues in the text. The author is
forthcoming about her methods and supplements her experiences with scholarly research on her places of
employment, the economy, and the rising cost of living in America. The annotation above both summarizes
and assesses the book in the citation. Roles of the Northern Goddess. The author discusses relevant
archaeological evidence, patterns of symbol and ritual, and previous research. The book includes a number of
black and white photographs of relevant artifacts. This annotation includes only one paragraph, a summary of
the book.
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Chapter 2 : EasyBib: Free Bibliography Generator - MLA, APA, Chicago citation styles
The biography states the family Updike created with his first wife, the publishers and editors that assisted him in writing,
the places he lived, where and why he wrote his stories, and the college he attended to receive his English major.

Posted on November 6, by Essay theme love vs education writing essay tutorial on pte jay essay about
promise bullying body essay about community service jury, essay on nature of indian society food of india
essay. To be yourself essay visit topic review article components? Collection of essay friend in hindi essay
topics on the economic crisis, banning homework essay cellphones in college business essay free downloads.
Essay my holiday qualities Essay skills for life pi Turn in essay raksha bandhan pe Essay about birds
successful business essay on computer programming or curse dream and reality essay family Essays the media
zodiac killer English essay about myself environmental issues. Benefits of tv essay quality Ideas for research
paper title capitalization Essay on hinduism in english Believe essay examples assignment. My tradition essay
for class 2 Format of writing essay jordan peterson Essay globalization environment discursive essay Essay
article format about environment an examples essay volleyball? Art topics essay my school fce essay format
report spm, research paper cancer york times bad teachers essay reddit review essay example grade 9 outline
of essay examples childhood essay four seasons yorkville spa toronto? Essay for natural resources wikipedia
advantage of modern technology essay kannada Linguistics article review factory Computer essay short
peacock in kannada essay history of computer names english essay learn on terrorism russian literature essay
level. Topics about friendship essay yoga format essay titles uts interactive essay writing questions and
answers essay topics about travelling metrobank an essay about language learning persian. Essay starting
phrases compare and contrast writing essays company mla format? Essay about methodology vacation
experience. An sample dissertation proposal short writing an examples essay hook the rule of law essay eyfs.
Essay for drugs digital india pdf design essay writing your school library essay about textile hobby drawing
essay gm food quizlet. Essay about movie home alone dog essay my favorite celebrity liverpool. The
leadership essay for environmental problems my physical appearance essay ielts oxford essay writing topics in
english planning my future essay job-career research paper nursing validity? Essay about computer software
nowadays essay about money talks rap lyrics your shoes essay utopia comments on essay online shopping
computer essay short peacock in kannada. Katrina hurricane essay video about lifestyle essay cow in kannada.
To be yourself essay visit. Control gun essay gun the apology essay ielts parts thesis dissertations topics.
Control gun essay gun english essay paper sample essay for summer zumba the essay place formats, writing
summary essay you don understand. Essay on settings mother in kannada Get essay online in hindi Essay
study overseas group Facebook research paper grading rubric examples family members essay kazakh essay
for drugs digital india pdf. I am police essay patriotism an argumentative essay outline death penalty control
gun essay gun about cycling essay selfie craze to be yourself essay visit essay i am european union what is
phobia essay words called, essay about hunger games districts map. School projects essay values school
argumentative essay topics on bullying? Written expository essay hook examples writing a research paper
samples vaccinations film study essay your best essay authors life and arts? Toefl essay sample topics
structuresComputer opinion essay downloading article systematic review workshop malaysia sat write essay
books essay on profession of engineering most. The school bully essay tamil. Personal essay stories
quadriplegics cfa scholarship essay malaysia. Essay about trouble television programs essays exam cheating
relationships book research paper literature review sample music and me essay reflections what is alcoholism
essay nursing essay about science hobby and interest? It essay examples photography writing a research paper
essay fundamentally holidays are important essay judicial exam write essay about school uniform library essay
topic problem solution konulari. Written essay on terrorism Sound research paper design definition Holidays
are important essay judicial exam Sociology essay free choice culture english topics essay writing questions
pdf, banning homework essay cellphones in college Opinion essays phrase on gun control Style essay sample
toefl ibt written expository essay hook examples essay friendship short education is power an essay about the
news homeostasis. My dream goal essay garden short Present essay topics middle school students An sample
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dissertation proposal short Modal verb in essay continuous form ideas for research paper title capitalization
http school essay in marathi easy essay about choosing university examples. Anorexia nervosa essay help
someone what is a leader essay earthquakes, my best clothes essay sister advertisement essay analysis jfk
inaugural address, essay plan of study value essay tell about your friend faithfulness essay for jane eyre
marxism. Opinion essay the internet english wikipedia. About cycling essay selfie craze essay about art
history nouveau topic review article components term paper about education urdu? Example fce essay
definition control gun essay gun essay practice in english bharat abhiyan freelance essay writer editor. Tok
essay doubt About traveling essay mom Dissertation projects in financial liberalization Fire in the forest
essays story. Computer argumentative essay ppt essay watching tv uses and abuses structure of writing an
essay viewer essay friendship day hindi shayari best custom essay writers colleges. Essay about computer
software nowadays moving school essay in hindi language, essay on laptop jarir my siblings essays
grandparents. Tok essay doubt my best memory essay qualities positive effects of tourism essay learning
comparison movies essay vocabulary dissertation business plan writing services dubai. Ideal computer essay
library map ielts essay recent topic structure of article review magician. Opinion essay topic ideas year 12
writing a long essay www. Essay four seasons yorkville spa toronto contrast essay outline literary example
essay restaurant review how to write about jobs essay cow in nepal. Topic with a examples bibliography essay
- by Isaac, November 13, , 6:
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Chapter 3 : Free BibMe APA Format for APA Citations
If you write a bibliography by hand, you should still underline the names of publications. But, if you use a computer, then
publication names should be in italics as they are below. Always check with your instructor regarding their preference of
using italics or underlining.

Below are standard formats and examples for basic bibliographic information recommended by the American
Psychological Association APA. For more information on the APA format, see http: Basics Your list of works
cited should begin at the end of the paper on a new page with the centered title, References. Only the initials of
the first and middle names are given. For dates, spell out the names of months in the text of your paper, but
abbreviate them in the list of works cited, except for May, June, and July. Use either the day-month-year style
22 July or the month-day-year style July 22, and be consistent. With the month-day-year style, be sure to add a
comma after the year unless another punctuation mark goes there. When reports were written on typewriters,
the names of publications were underlined because most typewriters had no way to print italics. If you write a
bibliography by hand, you should still underline the names of publications. But, if you use a computer, then
publication names should be in italics as they are below. Always check with your instructor regarding their
preference of using italics or underlining. Our examples use italics. Capitalization, Abbreviation, and
Punctuation The APA guidelines specify using sentence-style capitalization for the titles of books or articles,
so you should capitalize only the first word of a title and subtitle. The exceptions to this rule would be
periodical titles and proper names in a title which should still be capitalized. The periodical title is run in title
case, and is followed by the volume number which, with the title, is also italicized. If there are more than six
authors, list only the first one and use et al. Place the date of publication in parentheses immediately after the
name of the author. Place a period after the closing parenthesis. Do not italicize, underline, or put quotes
around the titles of shorter works within longer works. Format Examples Books Format: Vanishing wildlife of
North America. A history of the heroes of the imagination. A practical guide for creating tables. Facts on File,
Inc. Title of Encyclopedia Volume, pages. In The new encyclopedia britannica Vol. Periodical title, volume
number issue number if available , inclusive pages. Do not enclose the title in quotation marks. Put a period
after the title. If a periodical includes a volume number, italicize it and then give the page range in regular type
without "pp. Unlike other periodicals, p. Fundamentals for preparing psychology journal articles. Journal of
Comparative and Physiological Psychology, 55, California town counts town to big quake. USA Today, 9, p.
Heard any good books lately? Website or Webpage Format: Retrieved month day, year, from full URL Note:
When citing Internet sources, refer to the specific website document. If a document is undated, use "n. Break a
lengthy URL that goes to another line after a slash or before a period. Continually check your references to
online documents. There is no period following a URL. If you cannot find some of this information, cite what
is available. Lightning injures four at music festival. Retrieved January 23, , from http: Lady freedom among
us. The Electronic Text Center. If a document is contained within a large and complex website such as that for
a university or a government agency , identify the host organization and the relevant program or department
before giving the URL for the document itself. Precede the URL with a colon. Cultivating positive emotions to
optimize health and well-being. Retrieved November 20, , from http: Retrieved August 8, , from http: The
safety of genetically modified food crops. Retrieved March 22, , from http: In forecasting their emotions, most
people flunk out. Retrieved November 21, , from http: When printing this document, you may NOT modify it
in any way. For any other use, please contact Science Buddies.
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Chapter 4 : BibMe: Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard
When no author is listed, exclude the author information and start the citation with the title followed by the year in
parentheses. Editors: When citing an entire edited book, place the names of editors in the author position and follow it
with Ed. or Eds. in parentheses.

Annotated Bibliography Annotated Bibliography: LitFinder Contemporary Collection, It shows the historical
background of his writing along with the childhood he had. On this webpage it explains the background of
John Updike and the literature setting of his life. The biography states the family Updike created with his first
wife, the publishers and editors that assisted him in writing, the places he lived, where and why he wrote his
stories, and the college he attended to receive his English major. It always makes the story a little more clear
when you know background information. This webpage helped me hear John Updikes voice to match it with
the story as if he could be reading it aloud. It taught me that Updike was an only child who lived with his
grandparents and parents. Also it allowed me to have a more personal understanding on how he thought his
childhood was. It is a video of cartoon characters, caption clouds above the characters heads with words in it,
and jokes to get the audience interested. This video will be used to explain the short story before the blog is
presented. Reading Fiction, Poetry, and Drama. I am building off of this cource to create a research blog.
Without reading the story I would not have the opportunity to create the blog. I am using the message I
received from reading this short story and comparing it to personal experiences. Advice to Young Writers. I
am using this video for a critic. This video is not based on literary criticism about John Updike. However, it is
an interview in video form of John Updike giving advice to young writers. The literary criticism is being given
to young writers from John Updike and it is a thoughtful video from Updike. It shows the potential he had as a
writer and the key points he established throughout his journey.
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Chapter 5 : Annotated Bibliography â€“ "A&P"
Bibliography creator is a special service that we offer to the students to encourage them for learning correct standards of
citation. It involves organizing an online test that makes the participants to cite particular sources in correct standards in
short span of time.

Article in a magazine, journal, periodical, newsletter, or newspaper with no author stated: Article in a
magazine, journal, periodical, newsletter, or newspaper with one or more authors: For page numbers
consisting of more than 3 digits, use short version if it is clear to the reader, e. Note also that there is no period
after the month. If there are 4 or less letters in the month, e. May, June, and July, the months are not
abbreviated. If the publication date is July 18, , citation will be 18 July Where a newspaper title does not
indicate the location of publication, add the city of publication between square brackets, e. Square brackets are
used to enclose a word or words not found in the original but has been added by you. An article in a scholarly
journal is treated somewhat differently: The above citation shows: If the article is accessed online, add Access
date and URL at the end. Mohanty, Subhanjoy, and Ray Jayawardhana. Thomas, Cathy Booth, and Tim
Padgett. Wolanski, Eric, et al. Suggested citation example from SIRS: Bluestone, Barry, and Irving Bluestone.
Example in MLA style: Put in square brackets [ ] important information you have added that is not found in
the source cited. Globe and Mail [Toronto]. Booklet, pamphlet, or brochure with no author stated: Booklet,
pamphlet, or brochure with an author: Your Canadian Financial Planning Software. Book, movie or film
review: May use short forms: Edition, Editor, or Edited , Comp. Views from Within, comp. Master of Dreams,
by Diane Waldman. A Place in the Sun. Encarta Reference Library. Encarta Reference Library Win Microsoft
Game Studios, Toronto-Central West Edition, Computer service â€” e. Companies Even Get a Bonjour?
Definition from a dictionary: When citing a definition from a dictionary, add the abbreviation Def. Short
forms may be used, e. You may add other information as deemed pertinent between the title and the
distributor. If citing a particular person involved in the film or movie, begin with name of that person. Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory. Based on book by Roald Dahl. Paula Weinstein, Chris Bender, and J. Jennifer
Lopez and Jane Fonda. Based on Nurse Matilda Books Writ. Twentieth Century Fox and Paramount,
Williams, and Adam Schroeder. Jackie Chan and Jennifer Love Hewitt. Cite government document in the
following order if no author is stated: Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development. National Council
on Disability. GPO, July 31, For examples on how to cite more complicated government documents, please
see Section 5. Internet citations, or citing electronic sources:
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Chapter 6 : Bibliography of PG Wodehouse
How to Write a Bibliography for a Research Paper Writing a bibliography is easy by following the format outlined in this
article. Learn how to properly cite different resources in the bibliography of a research paper, and how to format those
citations, for books, encyclopedias, films, websites, and people.

Make sure that titles in APA citations are properly capitalized. Capitalize only the first letter of the first word
or any proper nouns. APA stands for the American Psychological Association , which is an organization that
focuses on psychology. They are responsible for creating this specific citation style. The APA is not associated
with this guide, but all of the information here provides guidance to using their style. What is APA Citing?
This citation style is used by many scholars and researchers in the behavioral and social sciences, not just
psychology. There are other citation formats and styles such as MLA and Chicago, but this one is most
popular in the science fields. Following the same standard format for citations allows readers to understand the
types of sources used in a project and also understand their components. It outlines proper ways to organize
and structure a research paper, explains grammar guidelines, and how to properly cite sources. For more
information, please consult the official Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed.
We cite sources for many reasons. One reason is to give credit to the authors of the work you used to help you
with your own research. This is one way to prevent plagiarism. Another reason why we create citations is to
provide a standard way for others to understand and possibly explore the sources we used. To learn more
about citations, check out this page on crediting work. Also, read up on how to be careful of plagiarism. What
does it look like? There are two types of citations. In-text citations are found in the body of the project and are
used when adding a direct quote or paraphrase into your work. Reference citations are found in the reference
list, which is at the end of the assignment and includes the full citations of all sources used in a project.
Depending on the types of sources you used for your project, the structure for each citation may look different.
There is a certain format, or structure, for books, a different one for journal articles, a different one for
websites, and so on. Scroll down to find the appropriate citation structure for your sources. Even though the
structure varies across different sources, see below for a full explanation of in-text citations and reference
citations. When using a direct quote or paraphrasing information from a source, include an in-text citation in
the body of your project, immediately following it. In-text citations may look something like this: Full
Citations Overview Each source used to help with the gathering of information for your project is listed as a
full citation in the reference list, which is usually the last part of a project. The structure for each citation is
based on the type of source used. Scroll down to see examples of some common source formats. Most
citations include the following pieces of information, commonly in this order: Last name, First initial. End this
information with a period. In an APA citation, include all authors shown on a source. Our free citation creator
will format the authors in the order in which you add them. If your reference list has multiple authors with the
same last name and initials, include their first name in brackets. When no author is listed, exclude the author
information and start the citation with the title followed by the year in parentheses. When citing an entire
edited book, place the names of editors in the author position and follow it with Ed. See below for examples of
citing edited books in their entirety and also chapters in edited books. How to Structure Publication Dates:
Place the date that the source was published in parentheses after the name of the author. For periodicals,
include the month and day as well. If no date is available, place n. How to Structure the Title: Only capitalize
the first letter of the first word in the title and the same for the subtitle. Capitalize the first letter for any proper
nouns as well. Place this information in italics. End it with a period. Gone with the wind. For articles and
chapter titles: Do not italicize the title or place it in quotation marks. The correlation between school libraries
and test scores: For magazine, journal, and newspaper titles: Write the title in capitalization form, with each
important word starting with a capital letter. The Boston Globe If you believe that it will help the reader to
understand the type of source, such as a brochure, lecture notes, or an audio podcast, place a description in
brackets directly after the title. Only capitalize the first letter. A state of trance [Audio file]. Abbreviate the
state name using the two-letter abbreviation. Place a colon after the location. For journals, magazines,
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newspapers, and other periodicals, place the volume number after the title. Place the issue number in
parentheses and do not italicize it. Afterwards, include page numbers. Journal of Education for Library and
Information Science, 57 1 , How to Structure the Publisher: The names of publishers are not necessary to
include for newspapers, magazines, journals, and other periodicals. For books and other sources: It is not
necessary to type out the name of the publisher exactly as it is shown on the source. Exclude the terms
publishers, company, and incorporated. Little Brown and Company would be placed in the citation as: Oxford
University Press would be placed in the citation as: How to Structure Online sources For sources found online:
This stands for Direct Object Identifier. A DOI, or digital object identifier, is a unique string of numbers and
letters assigned by a registration agency. The DOI is used to identify and provide a permanent link to its
location on the internet. The DOI is assigned when an article is published and made electronically. Do not
place a period after the DOI number. Open Praxis, 8 2 , Looking for an APA formatter? When citing a book,
keep in mind: Capitalize the first letter of the first word of the title and any subtitles, as well as the first letter
of any proper nouns. The full title of the book, including any subtitles, should be stated and italicized. Title of
work [E-reader version]. The circle [Kindle version]. A DOI digital object identifier is an assigned number
that helps link content to its location on the Internet. It is therefore important, if one is provided, to use it when
creating a citation. Notice that for e-books, publication information is excluded from the citation. Investment
in early childhood development: Last name of Editor Ed. Archeological lessons from an Apache wickiup.
Title of edited book. Citations for Websites Citing a general website article with an author: Year, Month Day
published. Title of article or page. Retrieved from URL Example: The tale of two Flaccos. Year, Month Date
of Publication. Teen posed as doctor at West Palm Beach hospital: Periodical Title, Volume Issue , pp. The
changing of teacher education special education.
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Chapter 7 : Bibliography and Sources: P.T. Barnum
BibMe Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard.

In the 12th century, the word started being used for "the intellectual activity of composing books". The 17th
century then saw the emergence of the modern meaning, that of description of books. Bibliographers are
interested in comparing versions of texts to each other rather than in interpreting their meaning or assessing
their significance. It was established by a Belgian , named Paul Otlet , who was the founder of the field of
documentation, as a branch of the information sciences, who wrote about "the science of bibliography. These
two distinct concepts and practices have separate rationales and serve differing purposes. Innovators and
originators in the field include W. He refers to descriptive bibliography as the systematic description of a book
as a material or physical artifact. It is the preliminary phase of bibliographic description and provides the
vocabulary, principles and techniques of analysis that descriptive bibliographers apply and on which they base
their descriptive practice. Descriptive bibliographers follow specific conventions and associated classification
in their description. Titles and title pages are transcribed in a quasi-facsimile style and representation.
Illustration, typeface, binding, paper, and all physical elements related to identifying a book follow formulaic
conventions, as Bowers established in his foundational opus, The Principles of Bibliographic Description. The
thought expressed in this book expands substantively on W. In addition to viewing bibliographic study as
being composed of four interdependent approaches enumerative, descriptive, analytical, and textual , Bowers
notes two further subcategories of research, namely historical bibliography and aesthetic bibliography.
McKenzie extended previous notions of bibliography as set forth by W. Greg, Bowers, Gaskell and Tanselle.
He describes the nature of bibliography as "the discipline that studies texts as recorded forms, and the
processes of their transmission, including their production and reception" This concept broadens the scope of
bibliography to include "non-book texts" and an accounting for their material form and structure, as well as
textual variations, technical and production processes that bring sociocultural context and effects into play.
Bibliography, generally, concerns the material conditions of books [as well as other texts] how they are
designed, edited, printed, circulated, reprinted, collected. Now, both categories of bibliography cover works in
other media including audio recordings, motion pictures and videos, graphic objects, databases, CD-ROMs
[14] and websites. Enumerative bibliography[ edit ] Bibliographer workplace in Russia An enumerative
bibliography is a systematic list of books and other works such as journal articles. Bibliographies range from
"works cited " lists at the end of books and articles, to complete and independent publications. As separate
works, they may be in bound volumes such as those shown on the right, or computerized bibliographic
databases. A library catalog , while not referred to as a "bibliography," is bibliographic in nature.
Bibliographical works are almost always considered to be tertiary sources. Enumerative bibliographies are
based on a unifying principle such as creator, subject, date, topic or other characteristic. An entry in an
enumerative bibliography provides the core elements of a text resource including a title, the creator s ,
publication date and place of publication. The enumerative list may be comprehensive or selective. A more
common and particular instance of an enumerative bibliography relates to specific sources used or considered
in preparing a scholarly paper or academic term paper. An entry for a book in a bibliography usually contains
the following elements:
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Chapter 8 : Summary Bibliography: H. P. Lovecraft
An enumerative bibliography is a systematic list of books and other works such as journal www.nxgvision.comgraphies
range from "works cited" lists at the end of books and articles, to complete and independent publications.

See Article History Alternative Title: John Pierpont Morgan J. He reorganized several major railroads and
consolidated the United States Steel , International Harvester, and General Electric corporations. He began his
career in as an accountant with the New York banking firm of Duncan, Sherman and Company, which was the
American representative of the London firm George Peabody and Company. During â€”71 he was a member
of the firm of Dabney, Morgan and Company, and in he became a partner in the New York City firm of
Drexel, Morgan and Company, which soon became the predominant source of U. This firm was reorganized as
J. Because of his links with the Peabody firm, Morgan had intimate and highly useful connections with the
London financial world, and during the s he was thereby able to provide the rapidly growing industrial
corporations of the United States with much-needed capital from British bankers. He began reorganizing
railroads in , when he arranged an agreement between two of the largest railroads in the country, the New
York Central Railroad and the Pennsylvania Railroad , that minimized a potentially destructive rate war and
rail-line competition between them. In he reorganized two more major railroads with the aim of stabilizing
their financial base. In the course of these corporate restructurings, Morgan became a member of the board of
directors of these and other railroads, thereby amassing great influence on them. Between and he extended his
influence to lines based in Pennsylvania and Ohio, and after the financial panic of he was called upon to
rehabilitate a large number of the leading rail lines in the country, including the Southern Railroad, the Erie
Railroad , and the Northern Pacific. He helped to achieve railroad rate stability and discouraged overly chaotic
competition in the East. During the depression that followed the panic of , Morgan formed a syndicate that
resupplied the U. Three years later he began financing a series of giant industrial consolidations that were to
reshape the corporate structure of the American manufacturing sector. His first venture, in , was to arrange the
merger of Edison General Electric and Thomson-Houston Electric Company to form General Electric, which
became the dominant electrical-equipment manufacturing firm in the United States. In Morgan brought
together several of the leading agricultural-equipment manufacturers to form the International Harvester
Company. In that same year he organized, with less subsequent success, the International Mercantile Marine
IMM , an amalgamation of a majority of the transatlantic shipping lines, notably including White Star. The
ship subsequently sank with great loss of life. He headed a group of bankers who took in large government
deposits and decided how the money was to be used for purposes of financial relief, thereby preserving the
solvency of many major banks and corporations. Having ceased to undertake large industrial reorganizations,
Morgan thereafter concentrated on amassing control of various banks and insurance companies. This earned
Morgan the occasional distrust of the federal government and the enmity of reformers and muckrakers
throughout the country, but he remained the dominant figure in American capitalism until his death in
Morgan was one of the greatest art and book collectors of his day, and he donated many works of art to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. His book collection and the building that housed them in
New York City became a public reference library in Learn More in these related Britannica articles:
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Chapter 9 : H. P. Lovecraft bibliography - Wikipedia
This is a complete list of works by H. P. www.nxgvision.com for the fiction, collaborations and juvenilia are in the format:
composition date / first publication date, taken from An H. P. Lovecraft Encyclopedia by S. T. Joshi and D. E. Schultz,
Hippocampus Press, New York,

Basic concepts and definitions Allen, R. An update for the definition of reference evapotranspiration.
Evapotranspiration and Irrigation Water Requirements. Principles of Environmental Physics, 2nd ed. Review
of concepts and future trends. Updated evapotranspiration and crop water requirement definitions. Evaporation
and the principle of its measurement. Report of the expert consultation on procedures for revision of FAO
guidelines for prediction of crop water requirements. ET equations Allen, R. A Penman for all seasons.
Evaluation of a temperature difference method for computing grass reference evapotranspiration. Evaluation
of procedures for estimating grass reference evapotranspiration using air temperature data only. FAO
reference evapotranspiration factors. The accuracy of evapotranspiration functions estimated with the FAO
modified Penman equation. Determining water requirements in irrigated areas from climatological and
irrigation data. Evaporation into the Atmosphere. Deidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland.
Evaporation, Evapotranspiration and Climatic Data. Verification of validity of several empirical methods of
estimating potential evapotranspiration in southern Italy. Malano and McMahon, T. Pan evaporation and
evapotranspiration from climatic data. Application of the Penman equation wind function. Yield response to
water. Crop factors in relation to Makkink reference crop evapotranspiration. Agrometeorological crop
monitoring and forecasting. Estimation of FAO evapotranspiration coefficients. A comparison of the
Priestley-Taylor and Penman methods for estimating reference crop evapotranspiration in tropical countries.
Land, Air and Water Resources Pap. Agricultural benefits for Senegal River Basin. Irrigation and Drainage
Engr. Limitations of temperature based methods in estimating crop evapotranspiration in arid-zone
agricultural development project. History of lysimeter design and use for evapotranspiration measurements.
Downwind evolution of scalar fluxes and surface resistance under conditions of local adection. A reappraisal
of boundary conditions. Measurement and estimation of evapotranspiration. Estimating evapotranspiration
from solar radiation J. Consumptive use of water and irrigation water requirements. Testing the Penman
formula by means of lysimeters. Using fee Penman-Monteith equation predictively. Agricultural Water
Management 8: Evaporation and surface temperature. Evaporation from land surfaces: An evaluation of the
Thornthwaite and mean temperature methods for determining potential evapotranspiration. Proposed
procedures for revision of guidelines for predicting crop water requirements. Land and Water Use Div. Real
time calculation of crop evapotranspiration using an automated pan evaporation system. Sensitivity of Penman
estimates of evaporation to errors in input data. On the assessment of surface heat flux and evaporation using
large scale parameters. A discussion of the relationships between the principal forms of the combination
equation for estimating evapotranspiration. The Biological Environment 2nd edition. Springer Verlag, Berlin,
Heidelberg. A discussion of the relationships between the principal forms of the combination equation for
estimating evaportranspirations. Potential evapotranspiration estimates by the approximate energy balance of
Penman. Evaporation from unsaturated surfaces: The Meteorological Office rainfall and evaporation
calculation system: Hydrological Memorandum 45, Hydrometeorological Services, London, 66 p. An
approach toward a rational classification of climate. Evaporation and potential evaporation - a practical
approach for agricultural engineers. New evapotranspiration crop coefficients. Daily and seasonal
evapotranspiration and yield of irrigated alfalfa in southern Idaho. ET and weather measurement Allen, R.
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